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President Biden’s visit at the JFK Presidential Library

Dozens of people crowd in front of the JFK Library to see President Joe Biden’s motorcade as it leaves the UMass Boston campus on Monday Sep. 12, 2022. Photo by Josh Kotler / Mass Media
Staff.

Kaushar Barejiya & Gabriella Diplan
News Editor & Contributing Writer
On Sept. 12, President Joseph Biden delivered a speech at the JFK Presidential Library, nearly 60 years after JFK pledged to put a man on the moon, to announce his landmark
initiative: The complete termination of cancer.
President Biden proclaimed, “This cancer moonshot is one of the reasons why I ran for president.” He expounded that “Cancer does not discriminate red and blue. It doesn’t

Monkeypox: A new
global threat after
COVID-19?
By Kaushar Barejiya
News Editor
On July 23, The World Health Organization declared monkeypox a
“Public Health Emergency of International Concern,” urging nations and
health officials to take immediate measures before the situation exacerbates.
As of Aug. 18, 41 new cases of monkeypox were reported by the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health, bringing the total number of
cases up to 280 since the state reported its first case in May 2022. According
to the Boston Medical Center, some symptoms include rashes or blisters,
fever, swollen lymph nodes, sore throat and more. No deaths have been
reported, but monkeypox can lead to other fatal secondary infections. Like
COVID-19, the patients are advised to isolate themselves and avoid close
contact with people when infected.
Last week, Karen Ferrer-Muñiz, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs,
emailed students informing them of the status of monkeypox on campus.
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Repeated Green Line
mishaps worry commuters
Preetan Natesh
Opinions Writer

The MBTA is Massachusetts’ government-operated public transport authority
responsible for providing its services throughout various locations in Boston. On Sunday
afternoon, riders at the MBTA’s Park Street Station witnessed sparks due to an electrical
wire making direct contact with tracks. As a result of the catastrophe, the entire station was
evacuated for the rider’s safety.
Ian Mallory, a local rider waiting for the train on the platform, stated that he saw the
roof of a Green Line B-Branch train explode with sparks, and the interconnected power
lines started to spark and cause explosions. Mallory also stated that smoke started to come
in strongly and fill the station. He also heard repeated explosions as he rushed to the nearest
exit.
A WBUR reporter on the platform could see yellow sparks spurt out from the top of the
Green Line train onto the platform, where passengers were standing. Despite the dangerous
malfunction, no injuries were reported, and all riders successfully escaped the Park Street
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Here’s what’s happening on campus!
TUESDAY
9/20
red sox tickets on
sale: sponsered By
saec
10:00 am
student activities
office
student activities
involvement fair
11:00 am
campus center
front lawn
phi delta epsilon
recruitment night
6:00 pm
integrated
sciences complex
atrium

Wednesday
9/21
catholic mass
12:10 pm
interfaith center
mccormack hall
3rd floor
orientation leader
info session
2:00 pm
campus center
2540
phi delta epsilon
recruitment night
6:00 pm
integrated
sciences complex
atrium

THURSDAY
9/22
off-campus living
resource taBle
10:00 am
campus center
1st floor terrace
fall 2022 study
aBroad fair
11:00 am
Campus center
1st floor terrace
impossiBle plantBased food night
5:00 pm
east hall dining
commons
phi delta epsilon
recruitment night
6:00 pm
campus center
front lawn
phi delta epsilon
taBling night
6:00 pm
integrated
sciences complex
atrium

FRIDAY
9/23
open mic night
8:00 pm
east hall dining
commons

MONDAY
9/26
Mass media weekly
meeting
3:00 pm
Campus center
3rd floor
room 3400
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President Biden’s visit at the JFK Presidential Library
Kaushar Barejiya & Gabriella
News Editor & Contributing Writer

care if you’re a Republican or a Democrat.
Beating cancer is something we can do
together.”
Preceding the speech, the White House
publicized that Dr. Renee Wegrzyn would
be the first leader of the newly created
agency, Advanced Research Projects
Agency for Health. Biden authorized the
creation of this agency in February in order
to augment the U.S. government’s ability
to establish health and biomedical research.
Before his speech at JFK Presidential
Library, Biden gave an address at Boston
Logan Airport. Terminal E of Logan
Airport, serving international flight
services, is undergoing a significant
revamping project requiring millions of
dollars. Under the Bipartisan Infrastructure
Bill of November 2021, an additional
$62 million was awarded for the project.
“Through the infrastructure law, we’re
investing $62 million here at Logan—the
largest grant for airport terminals in the
country thus far, and one of the largest
federal investments in airports ever. It’s the
most significant investment since President
Eisenhower’s interstate highway system,”
said Biden in his speech at the Logan
Airport.
Massport thanked Biden, senators and
other federal members for supporting the
Terminal E Modernization Project, which
will enhance passenger service, install new
electric passenger boarding bridges and

regulate traffic flow in a more organized
manner.
UMass Boston, in the vicinity of
JFK Presidential Library, went remote on
Monday, Aug. 12. Classes and campus
operations were remote. Students, faculty
members and other staff were not advised
to commute for security and traffic-related
issues. Dining services for the students
living in the residential halls were still
regularly operating, though.
Despite the significance of Biden’s
visit, not many students on campus were
in favor of the remote campus. The Mass
Media reached out to a few students to get
their views on the institution’s decision.
“Personally, I was a bit disappointed
in President Biden’s visit. He made a point
in his speech to thank all the students
who came, but the only students I know
were invited were the Undergraduate
Student Government President and Vice
President. I wouldn’t mind that much if he
had just taken the time to give us a wave
when he was leaving, but he didn’t even
do that. When the motorcade was driving
away, he didn’t even acknowledge all the
students who had come out. Combine his
lack of acknowledgment with the fact
that the entire campus had to shut down
to accommodate his visit, and it just left
a really bad taste in my mouth,” said a
student at UMass Boston.
The Mass Media also reached out to
the Undergraduate Student Government
President Dhruv Naik, asking him about
his presence at the event. “I enjoyed my
time at the event. President Biden assured

A sniper surveys from the roof of the JFK Library during President Biden’s visit, Monday Sep.
12, 2022. Photo by Josh Kotler / Mass Media Staff.

us that he would work on reducing the
number of cancer deaths by 50 percent
in the coming year. However, I was
disappointed about the fact that UMass

students weren’t allowed to attend the
event despite it being in the vicinity of the
campus,” Naik replied.

Unemployment rates dropped in Boston
jump forward. Employment in
the city has significantly jumped
in the positive direction. Another
set of data reflects that there were
1,638,544 people employed as
of July. With figures showing
employment at 1,585,357 at the
moment, Boston has added more
than 50,000 employees since July
2021.
The
latest
employment
overview of July, provided by
Mass.gov, shows the number
of jobs that Boston has gained
over the past year. The top three
workforces with the most job
hiring included professional and
business with 34,300; leisure
and hospitality with 30,700; and
education, with health, at 30,200.
Other occupations with significant
hirings in the city included trade,
transportation and utilities with
16,400; construction with 9,500;
manufacturing with 8,400; and
other miscellaneous services with
6,900.
With these massive hiring
numbers occurring in a short
stretch of time, the unemployment
People walk across State Street in downtown Boston. Photo by Josh Kotler / Mass Media Staff. percentage from 2021 to 2022
has decreased significantly. For
instance, the unemployment rate
better in Boston. This shift in the unemployment rate lowering to in July 2021 was at an alarming
Samantha Beady
Contributing Writer
unemployment trend helped the 3.5 percent in July.
5.4 percent due to employment
recovery of Boston’s workforce
Due to the decrease in struggles
fresh
from
the
Ever since the COVID-19 and encouraged them to bounce unemployment, the labor force COVID-19 pandemic. However,
pandemic
took
over
our back better than ever.
in the Boston-Cambridge area the unemployment rate in July of
lives almost three years ago,
Mass.gov
has
reported has skyrocketed. Records from this year was at an impressive 3.0
unemployment has increased that the seasonally adjusted the U.S. Bureau of Labor and percent.
irrepressibly. This troubling trend unemployment rate for May of Statistics show that the total labor
The Commonwealth of
carried on with what seemed like this year was 3.9 percent, slightly force in the city was 1,689,936 as Massachusetts has a task force
no end in sight. Only recently above the national average of 3.7 of July. Boston had gained 14,307 specifically designed to keep
has the incline of unemployment percent. The number has only workers from July 2021 to July of track of unemployment and how
started to take a turn for the dropped since then, with Boston’s this year, which was an incredible both employers and employees

can get back on their feet during
slowdowns in business. The
task force is called the Rapid
Response Program. According to
Mass.gov, the RRP specializes
in working collaboratively with
employers and employees to
develop strategies to maintain a
skilled workforce during these
transition periods.
The RRP was extremely
helpful
during
Boston’s
unemployment crisis, providing
many helpful resources to
businesses and workers. RRP
provides programs to employers,
such as layoff aversions which
help identify the needs of
companies in order to avoid
layoffs and offers companies
specific resources to maintain their
workforce. On the employees’
side of the RRP, the program
provides various resources for
employees to look over, and
take advantage of, to improve
their workspace. Information on
continued education and training
courses, workshops for resume
preparation and career counseling,
and information on maintaining
health insurance benefits are only
a few of the many resources the
RRP provides for employees.
The unemployment rates
still have a way to go in terms of
recovery for Boston. Compared
to the statistics during the
pandemic to now, this is a
tremendous improvement. In
addition, resources such as the
RRP are used all around the city.
If this trend continues, the Boston
workforce will be back and
booming in no time.
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Monkeypox: A new global threat after COVID-19?
Kaushar Barejiya
News Editor

A female scientist looks through a microscope in a laboratory. Photo courtesy of the National
Cancer Institute via Unsplash.

According to her email, UMass Boston is
closely tracking the outbreak by following
the guidelines provided by the city and
national health officials. “We are taking
a proactive, preventative approach to
address the monkeypox outbreak,” wrote
Ferrer-Muñiz in the email.
University Health Services and a
team of health professionals have created
a suitable, clinical protocol to check
the on-campus situation of the disease.
Additionally, the staff and clinicians
completed the required training to diagnose
and treat infected students on campus.
The Vice Chancellor’s email also shed
light on the environment of the spread of
false information through social media and
other irrelevant sources. To help spread
awareness among students about the
same, UHS “has engaged in a messaging
campaign aimed at disseminating
information without stigmatizing the most
at-risk population, using direct messaging,
social media, table events, and other
platforms.”
Currently, 14 medical facilities
around the state provide vaccination
services for monkeypox. JYNNEOS is a
vaccine approved by the Food and Drug
Administration for this virus. 12,205 doses
of the JYNNEOS vaccine had been given
across the Commonwealth, as of Aug.17.
“The JYNNEOS vaccine is an important
tool in our efforts to curb the spread of
monkeypox in our communities and to
keep people safe,” said Dr. Bisola Ojikutu,
Commissioner of Public Health and
Executive Director of the Boston Public

Health Commission.
As far as the campus situation is
concerned, UHS is equipped with the
testing tools to diagnose the infection.
The results of the tests are reported within
24 hours. UHS is working with Fenway
Health to refer patients for immunization
and care.
Although the city and the state are
facing a national shortage of vaccines,
the Boston Public Health Commission
is working in conjunction with the State
Department of Public Health to prioritize
immunization for people who are more
vulnerable to exposure. There are specific
criteria set by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention that an individual
must meet to get the vaccine. Fenway
Health, Massachusetts General Hospital
Sexual Health Clinic, and Boston Medical
Center are some of the prime centers
administering vaccines by appointment.
UMass Amherst released an update
providing information to students about
the status of monkeypox on their campus.
University administration has advised
students to wear masks or cover areas
where they observe symptoms like rashes.
In addition, other colleges across the
greater Boston area, including Harvard,
Boston University and Tufts, have issued
university-wide
updates,
instructing
students to seek immediate medical
assistance if required.
UHS has posted information about
the virus for all UMass Boston students
on its website. Additional resources can
be found at UHS, on the Second Floor,
Quinn Administration Build. Please get in
touch with UHS at 617.287.5660 for any
assistance.

Repeated Green Line mishaps worry commuters
Preetan Natesh
Opinions Writer

Station.
Arthur Mansavage, a rider
who filmed the incident, stated
that people initially thought
the explosions were actually
gunshots, as they sounded very
similar. Mansavage, an 18-yearold Emerson College student
traveling on the Red Line to arrive
at Park Street Station, observed
an approaching Green Line train
letting off sparks from the roof
section towards its rear side.
“But as the train filled up,
sparks and smoke began to
erupt from its rear, and MBTA
employees started yelling at

“As these
malfunctions
occur repetitively,
commuters think
about whether their
safety is compromised
every time they
decide to use the
MBTA services.”

people to get off the train,”
Mansavage said to the Boston
Globe.
Jason Braga, a lifelong
MBTA passenger, was on a Green
Line from Government Center as
he witnessed sparks coming from
the top of the train and was forced
to exit at Park Street Station as
soon as possible. Jason did not
exit the station immediately, as he
observed in awe. He also stated
that he heard three loud explosions
within the Park Street Station.
Upon hearing more explosions,
he sprinted out of the station
while cautioning other passengers
to make it to the nearest exits. He
walked the rest of his journey to
Kenmore, shocked by the events
that had just transpired.
Jason also expressed his
anger at the repetition of such
malfunctions with the MBTA
that
compromise
passenger
safety. This also influences
delays, as many riders depend
on public transportation to make
it to and return home from their
occupation.
Not too long ago, a
passenger was killed due to a
malfunctioning door on one of
the MBTA’s Red Line trains, and
another recent incident from last
month saw an MBTA bus go up in
flames at Jamaica Plain. As these
malfunctions repeatedly occur,
commuters think about whether
their safety is compromised every
time they decide to use the MBTA

Passengers board a Green Line train at the Park Street Station in Boston, Mass. Photo by Josh Kotler / Mass Media
Staff.

services.
An MBTA update on Sunday
afternoon stated that shuttle
buses were dispatched to replace
the service between Kenmore
and Government Center due to
the green line malfunction, and
passengers were informed to

expect delays.
An MBTA representative
also stated that the fallen wiring
did not cause any fires, and
occurred on the westbound track
on the east side of the station. But
the maintenance department of
the MBTA got straight to work, as

they declared that seven affected
stations were back to normal by
10:30 pm on the same day. Locals
also believe that the Orange Line
shutdown contributes to this
series of mishaps occurring with
the MBTA.
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Patriots may be looking up to Bills for a long time
Jack Sherman
Sports Writer

Sibling rivalries can be very tough—
especially for the younger or smaller
sibling. The older brother always seems to
get the upper hand, beating you in sports,
overpowering the smaller sibling during
horseplay and so on. But, sometimes, if
the younger brother eats his veggies and
has good genetics, he can grow up to get
the better of his brother. That is especially
the case with the Buffalo Bills, regarding
their sibling rivalry with the New England
Patriots. For nearly two decades, the Patriots
got the better of the Bills time and time and
time again. From their first championship
season in 2001, to Tom Brady’s final year
in New England in 2019, the Patriots put
up a record of 34–4 against the Bills. Yes,
34–4! A .894 winning percentage! But,
following Brady’s departure after the 2019
season, things began to change.
In 2018, the Bills drafted quarterback
Josh Allen out of the University of
Wyoming. Allen had mixed reports as a
prospect coming out of college; NFL scouts
liked his arm strength but questioned his
accuracy in the passing game. His first two
years in the league, he did not do much
to assuage these concerns. In his first two
seasons in the league, Allen completed
less than 60 percent of his passes, threw
30 touchdowns to 21 interceptions, and
had a rather mediocre passer rating of
78.2. However, in the 2020 offseason, the
Bills made a splash move, trading for star
wideout Stefon Diggs from Minnesota.

In the 2020 season, Allen exploded
to superstardom, completing 69.2 percent
of his passes for 4,544 yards and 37
touchdowns, and finished second behind
Aaron Rodgers in the Associated Press’s
NFL MVP voting. Allen led the Bills to the
AFC championship game, their first since
1993, but Buffalo would fall to the Kansas
City Chiefs on the road.
In 2021, Allen again had a fine year,
but after a one-year reset where they
missed the playoffs, the Patriots were back
in contention to challenge the Bills. In a
Week 13 Monday Night matchup, where
both teams entered with records of 7–4, the
Patriots beat the Bills 14–10 in a game that
was thrown into chaos by the wild weather
of a Lake Erie-induced winter windstorm.
But a few weeks later, in Foxborough, the
Bills would beat the Pats by a score of 33–
21, with Allen throwing for 314 yards and
three touchdowns. The two teams would
meet one final time in the Wild Card round,
with the Bills demolishing the Patriots by
a score of 47–17, scoring touchdowns on
seven straight drives.
The Bills would again lose a
heartbreaking playoff game in Kansas City,
this time in the divisional round, letting the
Chiefs kick a game-tying field goal as time
in regulation expired and would give up
the game-winning touchdown in overtime.
However, the Bills licked their wounds and
tried to win their first Lombardi Trophy in
franchise history. To do this, they went out
and signed veteran superstar edge rusher
Von Miller—fresh off helping another
team, the Los Angeles Rams, win the Super

The Buffalo Bills and Los Angeles Rams playing in Thursday’s game, where the Buffalo Bills
won. Illustration by Bianca Oppedisano / Mass Media Staff.

Bowl. In the 2022 NFL kickoff game, the
full force of the Bills was on display. Allen
hooked up with his receivers for 296 yards
and three touchdowns, including a 50yard strike to Diggs, while Miller and the
Bills defense hounded Rams quarterback
Matthew Stafford, sacking him seven

times and forcing three interceptions, in a
dominant 31–10 victory. With the Patriots
already 0–1 to start the 2022 season,
following a week one loss to Miami, it
seems like a pretty safe bet to assume they
won’t catch the Bills anytime soon.

Patriots look ugly in week one loss to Miami
took over. Mac Jones was strip-sacked by
Brandon Jones, resulting in a Melvin Ingram
touchdown, and to make matters worse, the
half ended on a long touchdown catch on
In what was a very eventful offseason for
fourth down by standout receiver Jaylen
many teams, the New England Patriots were
Waddle. The Pats now found themselves in a
one of the few teams that very clearly got
17–0 hole come halftime.
worse. Losing all-pro cornerback JC Jackson
The Patriots finally put points on the
and pro bowl guard Shaq Mason, alongside
board at the end of the third quarter. A nice
some head-scratching draft picks and staff
drive ended with Mac Jones throwing a
hirings, the Patriots seemed to be in a bad
pass to newly acquired gadget player Ty
position going into a season with possibly
Montgomery, who rolled into the endzone
the strongest AFC that Coach Bill Belichick
for a touchdown. Miami answered, however,
has ever had to deal with. Unfortunately for
with a nice drive resulting in a 49-yard field
Patriots fans, during the game on Sept. 11, it
goal as the quarter came to a close.
seemed the worries were valid. The Patriots
The fourth quarter was rather uneventful.
lost the season opener to the Miami Dolphins
Neither team put any points on the board, and
20–7, and it was anything but pretty.
the game ended in a Miami win, 20–7. Newly
New England started the game with
acquired, superstar wide receiver Tyreek Hill
a very promising drive including plays to
helped young quarterback Tua Tagavailoa
defeat Bill Belichick for the fourth time in
his career, as the Dolphins’ new head coach
Mike McDaniel starts off his coaching career
with a win.
An interesting observation during the
game was the lack of plays that Patriots wide
receiver Kendrick Bourne was involved in.
Bourne was one of the Patriots’ most efficient
offensive weapons last season, but for reasons
that were unclear at the time, he only saw
the field twice during the game. In his short
time out there, he caught a 41-yard pass from
Mac Jones, which only further added to the
frustration around his lack of playing time.
It was later revealed that Bourne was sat
by Matt Patricia due to him being tardy for a
meeting before a preseason matchup against
the Carolina Panthers. Patricia has had an
ugly reputation when it has come to player
interactions over the years.
After the Detroit Lions fired him, players
such as pro bowl cornerback Darius Slay
Ty Montgomery of the New England Patriots scores the only touchdown of the game. Illustration
spoke out on social media celebrating and
by Bianca Oppedisano / Mass Media Staff.
laughing. A’Shawn Robinson, a defensive

Liam Crampton
Contributing Writer

Jakobi Meyers, Damien Harris and Hunter
Henry. But it all went downhill after a Mac
Jones deep ball to former Dolphin Devante
Parker was batted away by Xavien Howard
and into the hands of Jevon Holland resulting
in an interception.
The Patriots’ offense showed visible
struggles, specifically with their play-calling.
Matt Patricia, a former Patriots’ Defensive
Coordinator who had now rejoined the staff,
was left in charge of offensive play-calling
this season. Patricia notably had a short
tenure in which he was the Head Coach of the
Detroit Lions, and was notoriously abysmal.
His questionable game plan resulted in a
scoreless first half for New England.
On the other side, Miami was in
full control of the game. They started off
with a field goal, and then after that, they

lineman for the Lions during Patricia’s time
in Detroit claimed the coach told him that
he would “take his career away from him.”
It was also rumored that Patricia played a
role in the benching of former all-pro Patriots
cornerback Malcolm Butler in Super Bowl
52, which the Patriots ultimately lost.
Many fans think Patricia brings a toxic
environment with him and has developed an
ego problem over the years. Patriots’ owner
Robert Kraft has spoken out saying he would
like Bourne to get more playing time in the
future. With the struggles the offense has
been having, benching a key offensive player
for a minor offense from a month ago is
leaving fans and other members of the team
perplexed and angry.
If there were any positives to take
out of the Patriots’ performance, the most
noteworthy one would be young safety, Kyle
Dugger. Belichick drafted Dugger in the
second round of the 2020 draft from LenoirRhyne, a small school. Dugger has gone on
to show improvements every season, and he
looked fantastic in his first game this season,
racking up three tackles for loss. Dugger is
looking to have a big season, especially after
Adrian Phillips, another Patriots safety, went
down with a rib injury during the loss.
Despite Dugger’s performance, New
England looks like a mess. The lack of
off-season improvement and controversial
coaching assignments seem to already be
major concerns for the season. The Patriots
face off against Mike Tomlin’s Pittsburgh
Steelers team on Sept. 18, where the Patriots
find themselves lucky as reigning Defensive
Player of the Year TJ Watt will miss the
game with a pectoral injury, but regardless
the matchup is going to be tough. The next
coming weeks should show where the
Patriots stand regarding their competition,
but as of right now it certainly looks rough.
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Too late for a Red Sox miracle?
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“With a healthier,

improved team, the Red

Sox can potentially go on a
roll and contribute the way
they did before the summer

started... They have already
shown that they have the
capability to compete

Y
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with the best teams in the
league...”

especially true for Martinez, who hit an
underwhelming 11 home runs, which has
provided nothing but a lack of spark for
the offense. As for Bogaerts and Devers,
who are notorious among fans as hopeful
cornerstones of the franchise for years to
come, their ability to hit the long ball has
also dwindled, but their consistent hitting
has produced great offensive output,
despite some recent slumps.
However, injuries to both Devers and
Bogaerts in past games brought forward a
team that was not as consistent, compared
to the team that started the season. Devers’
injury caused some moves to be made
around the trade deadline, with first
baseman Eric Hosmer being acquired from
the San Diego Padres, who, shockingly
enough, is also injured. Tommy Pham was
also brought in from the Cincinnati Reds
to help relieve some stress around the
depleted outfield and the injury to Kike,
Xander Bogaerts of the Boston Red Sox bats at a game. Illustration by Bianca Oppedisano / Mass Media Staff.
too.
Prior to Hosmer, the struggles of
to
compete
with
the
same
intensity
and
future,
and
Sale
out
for
the
rest
of
the
Bobby
Dalbec and Franchy Cordero
Nick Collins
relentless
attack
they
had
last
season.
season.
Other
pitchers
sidelined
include
brought
a
blow to the offense and defense
Opinions Writer
Last season ultimately paid dividends James Paxton and Josh Taylor, both of at first base. Now, with Cordero out for the
The Red Sox have had an inconsistent when they made the American League whom have been sidelined for the entire rest of the season, and Dalbec sent down to
season to say the least. Despite the off- Championship series against the Houston season. This has been proven costly with the minor leagues, the Red Sox have called
season losses of the cannon-armed Hunter Astros. This season though, not so much. the struggling pitching staff, given their up power threat and number two prospect
Renfrow, veteran Eduardo Rodriguez, and Aside from some moments in May and reliability in years past, whether it be with Triston Casas to share first base duties with
current National League home run leader June, the Red Sox never really clicked the Red Sox or other teams.
Christian Arroyo. With the debut of Casas,
and “Waltham native” Kyle Schwarber, collectively as a team. After going 20–6
On the flip side, some key offensive and the way Arroyo has played all season,
the Red Sox were still seen as a team that in June with high hopes of playing in the talent the Red Sox missed for considerable the reliability of having two productive
would make their mark in the 2022 season. wild card with a comfortable 43–33 record, amounts of time were both Kike Hernandez first basemen can help ignite a stagnant
Off-season acquisitions were a must July and August saw the Red Sox go from and Trevor Story. Kike, whose remarkable offense in a time of need.
for the Red Sox to improve on their 2021 potential contenders for the World Series playing in the playoffs last season proved
With a healthier, improved team, the
campaign. With the signings of power- title to the laughingstock of the MLB in just how phenomenal he can be both Red Sox can potentially go on a roll and
hitter Trevor Story, who helped fill the hole the matter of just two months. One game offensively and defensively, battled a hip contribute the way they did before the
at second base and solidified a true starter that would sum up the abysmal array of flexor injury, as well as a hematoma that summer started. The team must go into
at the position; starting pitchers Rich games the Red Sox had would be the 28–5 caused him to miss 60 games. Story, on survival mode if they want any chance
Hill, Michael Wacha and James Paxton; blowout against the Toronto Blue Jays on the other hand, dealt with a nagging wrist to make the playoffs whatsoever. Now
and bullpen help with Jake Diekman and July 22.
injury sustained from a hit by pitch on July is the time for the Red Sox to generate
During that stretch though, there were 12; fortunately, both players are back and good at bats and play hard-fought baseball
Matt Strahm, the Red Sox were projected
several factors that led to the downfall of the are more than important to the Red Sox if before their chances at postseason play are
team, whether it was the plague of injuries they want to make a last-ditch effort and completely diminished. They have already
they have had during the summer months miraculously make the playoffs.
shown that they have the capability to
and now, or the lack of consistency at the
Inconsistency on both offense and compete with the best teams in the league
plate and on the mound. With a healthier defense is another huge problem for the when they played at the top of their level
lineup, and some fresh new faces making Red Sox, and this ties into injuries to star in June.
“...July and August
an impact, there still is a glimpse of hope players as well. With Kike gone, the team
It’s a matter of time before everything
in
light
of
the
rough
stretch
of
games,
and
had
to
turn
to
Jarren
Duran
in
center
field,
starts
clicking again now that key players
saw the Red Sox go from
now would be the perfect time to go on a and though he looked promising, his poor are back. With some new faces in the mix
run like the one they had in June. With the fielding and dismal performance at the plate with a lineup that had profound success
potential contenders for
team being 10 games back in the wildcard cost the Red Sox in the long run. The same before injuries bugged them, now is the
the World Series title to the standings with 21 games remaining though, goes for injuries to Story, as both Christian best time for the level of production to soar
is it too late to pray for a miracle for the Arroyo and Yolmer Sanchez filled in for and win crucial games in the final stretch
him when he was gone. Arroyo has proven of the season. The only question is, with
laughingstock of the MLB Red Sox to make the playoffs?
Two of the biggest problems the Red to be a valuable player for the team, though the health of the team being the x-factor,
Sox are facing this season are injuries, and Sanchez was sent back down to the minor and the Red Sox once again having a
in the matter of just two
inconsistencies in play. Starting pitchers leagues when Story came back from injury. sustainable number of healthy players to
Chris Sale and Nate Eovaldi were both
Starters Xander Bogaerts, J.D. compete at high level again, is it too late
months.”
battling with injuries all season, with Martinez and Rafael Devers have seen a for an extraordinary comeback?
Eovaldi currently out for the foreseeable decrease in power numbers too. This is
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Interview with Ayra Shaikh: LEC Rookie of the Week
Valentina Valderrama Perez
Contributing Writer

Catch up with our
Beacons in uniform

Beacons look promising after week of losses
putting up fights against their opponents,
before Babson’s Beavers broke through
UMass Boston’s defense and were able to
score after 57 minutes.
The next two goals for Babson
followed quickly after the first, with the
team scoring after 61 and 63 minutes for
their second and third goals, respectively.
A standout player for the Beacons during
the game was goalie Maria Spylios, who
managed four saves on four shots on goal
in the first half of the game. The next home
game for the women’s soccer team will be
Oct. 8. All games are available to watch on
the Athletics website in real-time.

Men’s Soccer
The men’s soccer team was able
to walk away from their game against
Worcester State on Sept. 14 with a 2–0
win, bringing their entire season record
to 2–2–1. Despite UMass Boston’s three
shots on net in the first half, they were only
able to score once in the half, with stand
out player and forward Josh DeAlmeida
UMass Boston women’s volleyball team discuss strategy during a timeout in the match against being able to score after 17 minutes via a
Brandeis University at the Clark Athletic Center on Tuesday, Sep. 13, 2022. Photo by Josh Kotler pass from defender Logan Erickson Potter.
/ Mass Media Staff.
The next goal for the Beacons came
after 48 minutes, where DeAlmeida
Katrina Sanville
was entering the rest of the season with was once again able to score for UMass
Editor-in-Chief
a frustrating 0–2–2 season record. This Boston after a kick from Diego Gisholt
record was only made more frustrating bounced off the goalpost and found itself
After a week full of losses, the Beacons after their game against Babson College on in line with DeAlmeida’s foot to allow for
look to have had a bit of a better week Sept. 14, where the Beacons faced a hefty a second perfect goal. Despite the efforts
after their games in the past week. With 3–0 loss. The game remained an even 0–0 from Worcester State to attempt a goal,
games and teams from nearly all the fall tie for most of the game, with both teams the Beacons’ defense was too tight, and
sports teams, it was an incredibly eventful
week for the collegiate athletics of UMass
Boston. For a full recap of the games this
past week, continue on.

UMass Boston was able to head back to
Boston with their 2–0 victory. The next
home game for the men’s soccer team will
be Sept. 24.

Women’s Tennis
The women’s tennis team has been
proving to serve as UMass Boston’s
perfect example of home-court advantage
following their match on Sept. 15 against
Curry College, where the Beacons walked
away with a 9–0 sweep. The team has
won 16 consecutive games that have been
played at home, with the last loss dating
back to 2018, against Worcester State
University.
In the #1 Doubles, Lydia Chan and
Yana Semerly were quickly able to work
against Curry’s Serena Wilson and Esme
Lehner, and finished off the match with an
8–1 victory for UMass Boston. Ayra Shaikh
and Meagan Carney were also victorious
in the #2 Doubles, as were Elena Albano
and Ayonna Stuppard in the #3 Doubles,
walking away from their own matches with
a final scores of 8–2 and 8–1, respectively.
As for the singles matches, recentlynamed Little East Conference Rookie of
the Week, Ayra Shaikh, dominated against
Curry’s Cayla Osowski, and finished
off the two sets 6–0, 6–0. In addition to
Shaikh’s sweep, Elena Albano also had a
clean 6–0, 6–0 finish in her two sets against
Esme Lehner.

Women’s Volleyball
After the game on Saturday, Sept. 10
against Keuka College, where the team
walked away with a 3–0 win, the women’s
volleyball team had a lot to bring to their
game on Sept. 13. At the game against
Brandeis, however, the Beacons faced an
unfortunate 3–0 loss to the Brandeis Judges.
This game marked the first that UMass
Boston had lost to Brandeis during a home
game since. The set was not lost without
a fight from UMass Boston, though, since
the game was tied several times over the
course of the three sets before Brandeis
took home the win in the end.
Taryn Broughal led the game for the
Beacons with nine kills, three blocks and
one ace, followed by Livia Trindade with
six kills and one block, and Colbie Atlas
and Lauren Westlund with five kills each.
The next home game for the women’s
volleyball team will be Oct. 4. All games
are available to watch on the Athletics
website in real-time.

Women’s Soccer
Following their 0–0 tie to Caltech
on Sept. 10, the women’s soccer team

UMass Boston women’s volleyball players celebrate after winning a point in the match against Brandeis University at the Clark Athletic Center on
Tuesday, Sep. 13, 2022. Photo by Josh Kotler / Mass Media Staff.

On Sept. 12, while President Joseph
Biden was visiting the JFK Library next
door, the Little East Conference released
their Athletes of the Week. UMass Boston
was pleased to receive the news that first
year, Ayra Shaikh, had received the Rookie
of the Week from the LEC for her debut
performance against Western Connecticut
State University on Sept. 10. Mass Media
had the delight of sitting down with Shaikh
to ask her a couple of questions about
tennis, her journey in the sport and her
reaction to the recognition.
Question: What is your major, your
favorite class so far and your favorite part
of campus?
Answer: I am an international
relations major. My favorite class so far, I
would say, is my first-year seminar, “Food
Matters.” My favorite part of campus is
the Integrated Sciences Complex because I
went there for the first time today!
Q: How did you start playing and
what is your story with tennis?
A: I started playing at the age of four,
along with my dad and my sister. We used
to practice frequently, most days, including
weekends. We sometimes had practice at
three in the morning, or other days in the
evening until ten at night. Through the
years, I also participated in clinics and
USTA matches. Growing up, I handled
tennis and school at the same time, focusing
mainly on tennis. In high school, I played
during my freshman and sophomore year.
It was a good experience for me. I learned
how to work as a team, since previously I
mainly played individually. It also helped
me with college tennis, teaching me how to
get along with a group of teammates. At the
beginning, my family was a big influence
in my interest in the sport. Recently, my
perception and intensity changed. UMass

you get older.
Q: This past weekend was the U.S.
Open finals, were you able to see any of
them, and if so what did you think?
A: We actually watched the U.S. Open
women’s final on our game back from
WestConn! They both played really well.
Iga Swiatek, the champion, struck me as
very composed. She didn’t let her emotions
get the best of her, and that is key in tennis.
Q: What other attributes do you find
key in a tennis player?
A: Consistency is very important.
Being consistent on the court is better than
having strength. A person with strength can
hit many winners in a row, but that doesn’t
always work. Consistent players tend to
be able to get your ball back, regardless
of how hard you may hit. This may also
mean points take longer to score, making
games themselves longer. A good way to
fight strength players is by testing their
endurance. If they have a lot of power,
they must have the stamina to back it up.
Otherwise, they can’t last long in the court.
Q: What do you think is the main
lesson tennis gives its players?
A: I actually had never been asked
A portrait of Ayra Shaikh. Photo by Dom Ferreira / Photography Editor. that before! One attribute that most tennis
players have is depending on yourself and
being held accountable for their actions.
Boston gave me the opportunity to play in to have the chance of doing a racquet tap.
The place that the ball reaches after I hit
a more friendly and relaxed way.
Q:
Interesting—how is playing it is something I caused, you can’t blame
Q: What parts of playing tennis and doubles different from singles?
anybody else for that.
the Umass Boston team do you really
A: Throughout my career, I mainly
Q: You received the Rookie of the
enjoy?
played singles, then each side only has one Week; what was your reaction to getting
A: I really like playing with my chance to come in contact with the ball, the news on Monday, and what does this
teammates and getting tips from my coach. thus I tend to rely more on my instincts. recognition mean to you?
His experience helps us know what to In doubles, each side can contact the ball
A: I was not expecting that this early in
work on and how to work on it. In the game twice, so you can do different shots, like the season, not going to lie. I’ve only played
itself, when I hit winners in a match it is volleying, which is getting the ball from the one match. It was very shocking! Besides,
very satisfying. On the other hand, during air, or overheads. It’s a lot of teamwork, there are plenty of other athletes who could
the game against Western Connecticut that’s what I like about doubles. When the have gotten it. I feel very thankful for being
State I played doubles with my teammate other person scores, you feel as if it was chosen by the conference.
Meagan Carney. It was really fun seeing your own point, and vice versa. As well,
her hit winners; or when I did, it was cool it is a style that allows you to play even if

Club profile: Cheerleaders pack double the punch
Skylar Bowman
Managing & Production Editor
The UMass Boston Cheer
team was founded in 2015 with
only fifteen members to its name.
The same woman who started the
team—UMass Boston alumnus
Katie Armstrong— coaches it
today, alongside Katie Walsh
and Emily Sandman. Since its
beginning in 2015, Armstrong has
witnessed the team grow from
a fifteen member hype squad to
a two-team collaboration that
cheers on Beacons’ basketball and
competes nationally against other
college cheer teams.
Unlike other sports on campus,
UMass Boston cheerleading is
divided into two teams—the game
team and the competition team.
The game team is responsible for
cheering on the Beacon basketball
team and performing during
halftime and timeouts. According
to UMass Boston senior and cheer
captain Maura Driscoll, this is the
perfect team “for students who
may not have as much cheerleading
experience and want to learn more.”
There are no real prerequisites
to join the game team; Driscoll just
asks that you bring a “good attitude
and a willingness to work hard.”
Even students with zero cheer
experience can join and learn as
they go. It’s designed to function as
a “perfect intro into the sport.”
Because the game team is
geared towards students who wish
to have fun and enjoy a more casual
immersion into cheerleading,

they only practice once a week
on Sundays. They also perform
weekly or biweekly at most of the
Beacon basketball team’s home
games in the Clark Athletic Center.
They haven’t performed their usual
halftime show since the start of
COVID-19, but the team is hopeful
they will reintroduce the routine to
the crowd this coming season. Their
season only lasts from November to
December, so this team is perfect
for students looking to join with
less of a commitment.
Although one of the game
team’s priorities is to cheer on the
basketball team, that is only one
aspect in their repertoire of skills.
They also dance, tumble, showcase
stunts and bring a high level of
performance to their routines.
This multifaceted sport shows
off those talents proudly on the
UMass Boston competition team.
The competition team trains twice
a week, on Fridays and Sundays,
in order to prepare for the only
college cheerleading competition—
National Cheerleaders Association
Nationals, or NCA Nationals. At
NCA Nationals, the team is required
to perform a two minute and fifteen
second routine consisting of stunt
sections, tumbling, jumping and
dancing. Last year was the team’s
first time competing at Nationals,
and they managed to place fourth
out of 18 teams.
“Even making it to Daytona
was a dream for the team,” said
Driscoll.
This year the team hopes to
attend showcase sendoffs put on

by other schools, such as Bryant,
in order to perform their routine
before the big day in April.
Because of the competitive
nature of this team, it is geared
towards students who have some
experience in cheerleading and
are willing to pledge more of a
commitment. As the competition
gets closer in spring, the team
practices three times a week and
gives up their spring break to
practice every day. This sacrifice is
made up for by the week they spend
in Daytona, Fla. for Nationals, and
seeing their hard work pay off on
the mat.
While
practicing
and
performing are the name of
the game for UMass Boston
cheerleaders, they have also built
a special community around each
other. Freshman Mckayla Flanders,
who joined the team this year,
says it has “helped [her] feel more
comfortable at the school.” She
recalls staying at Airbnb’s together
during cheer camp, and how
the experience joined everyone
together.
Leah Sajous, a junior and
second year member, says the team
gives her “a sense of family.” Her
favorite memory from the team is
singing 2000s songs on a bus chock
full of students from another cheer
team at Nationals.
Driscoll’s co-captain, senior
Ally Bartlett, enjoys “doing what
[she] loves with people [she]
loves.” She is excited to see what
the teams accomplish this year,
working “extremely hard” in the

The UMass Boston Cheerleading Club practicing for NCA Nationals in
Daytona, Fla. last April. Photo courtesy of Maura Driscoll.

process.
Any students interested in
joining either of the teams in this
community can try out on Sept. 30,
from 7–9 p.m. at the Clark Athletic
Center. Nothing needs to be
prepared beforehand, but students
should be ready to learn a cheer
and dip their toes in the world of

tumbling and stunting.
To stay updated with the cheer
teams’ performances, events and
news they are most accessible
through their Instagram account
@umassbostoncheer.
However,
they can also be reached through
their
email—umbcheer@gmail.
com.
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New healthy options on campus
to fix their cravings.
Students might have noticed
the sleek vending machines in
Campus Center. This is Farmer’s
Fridge, a recent addition to the
school, offering fresh, convenient
and affordable on-the-go meals.
They work hard to partner with
companies “who believe in
treating their employees and
the environment as ethically as
possible.”
Each meal is nutrient dense
and contains a full serving of
fruits and vegetables. They also
focus on reducing food waste by
composting all leftovers by hand.
The company regularly helps out
in the community and has donated
over $500,000 in food since 2020.
The containers that the meals are
packaged in can also be washed
and reused for other purposes.
In these fridges, students
will find an assortment of food,
including various pudding and
yogurt bowls, salads, and pasta
and rice bowls, all for around
$7. For a limited time, Farmer’s
Fridge is also offering 25 percent
off all purchases when code
HOCO25 is used at checkout,
A UMass Boston student takes a moment to enjoy the new Farmer’s Fridge now until Oct. 3. Farmer’s Fridge
located in Campus Center near the bookstore. Use the code “HOCO25” to get meals can be found in the Beacon
a discount. Photo by Olivia Reid / Mass Media Staff. Cafe and Food Court as well.
Also new to campus this year
has added a variety of new food is Swirl, a station for smoothies
Rena Weafer
Arts Editor
options all over campus. From and smoothie bowls. Every item
smoothies to noodle bowls to a on their menu is nut-free, glutenBased on student feedback new mobile order app, students free and plant-based. They have
from last year, UMass Boston should be able to find something several frozen fruits, juices and

How Pinterest became paradise in the online world
plant-based milks to customize
a drink to the student’s liking,
as well as offering a variety of
specials. The smoothies are $5
and the bowls range from $6 to
$7. Frequent smoothie-buyers
will know that this is a steal!
Swirl is located in Beacon Cafe,
next to the sushi station.
Aside from Swirl, Beacon
Cafe has some other recent
updates. A make-your-own waffle
station has been added, featuring
an imprint of the UMass Boston
logo. Also, the Fry Factory is
back! They are offering several
fried chicken options including
chicken
tenders,
chicken
sandwiches and chicken and
waffles, in addition to several
french fry options, including
cheddar buffalo fries and loaded
fries.
UMass Boston has decided
to replace the old mobile-ordering
app, Bite, with a new app called
Everyday. The app is available for
both Apple and Android devices.
Users can customize their settings
to accommodate any allergies or
dietary restrictions, as well as
enter their meal plan instead of
paying out of pocket.
To order an item, one selects
their eatery of choice, then selects
each item to add to their order.
Users can view allergens and
nutritional information, along
with the individual prices of each
item. Then, once they’re done
with their order, they can pick up

“From smoothies
to noodle bowls
to a new mobile
order app, students
should be able to
find something to fix
their cravings.”
the food at the Everyday booth
at the chosen location. This is a
quick and convenient way to skip
the line on the way to class.
This year, the Dining
Commons is providing a free
Green-To-Go container upon
move-in, compared to previous
years where students had to pay
for one when getting their food.
Also, the Quesadilla Corner is
now a permanent station, and the
school has created a day every
month for Monthly Birthday
meals where students can submit
birthday recipes to be featured
during their birthday month.
Whether
students
are
ordering food through their phone
or sitting down at Beacon Cafe,
there should be an option for
everyone.

2022 Emmy Awards recap
Kyle Makkas
Arts Writer

With a seemingly endless
amount of TV shows available to
everyone, finding and recognizing
the best ones may seem like
an impossible task. Yet, that’s
just what the Emmys set out to
do. Every year for decades, the
Awards show declares certain
shows to be the best there is to
offer. To see what was declared
the best in categories like
“Outstanding Comedy Series,”
“Outstanding Drama Series” and
more, read on.
This was a notable year for
“Outstanding Drama Series.”
Shows like “Succession” and
“Squid Game” certainly kept
fans invested; however, many
were hoping the honor would be
given to “Better Call Saul.” The
beloved prequel to “Breaking
Bad” has been nominated 46
times, and yet, has never taken
home a single Emmy. So, fans
of the show were particularly
upset when the win went to
“Succession.” Which show was
better? Anyone interested in
deciding for themselves should
make sure to watch both.
Another notable category this
year was “Outstanding Comedy
Series”. With long-running shows
like “Curb Your Enthusiasm”
competing with brand new ones
like “Abbott Elementary,” this
year’s winner was anything but
clear. When all was said and

done, the award was given to
“Ted Lasso,” the series about
a soccer—uh sorry, football—
coach moving to England to coach
there, despite having no previous
experience coaching the sport.
With two seasons under its belt, it
is neither an established or newly
beginning show, with “Curb’s”
eleven seasons and “Abbott’s”
one being the two extremes of the
nominations.
“Outstanding Lead Actor
in a Drama Series” seemed to
prove that this was the year for
“Succession,” with not one, but
two actors making it into the
nominations—Brian Cox and
Jeremy Strong. Bob Odenkirk
was also nominated for “Better
Call Saul,” but the honor ended
up going to Lee Jung-jae for his
part in “Squid Game.” When
it came to “Supporting Actor,”
there were three nominations for
“Succession,” Nicholas Braun,
Matthew McFadyen, and Kieran
Culkin; two for “Severance,”
John Turturro and Christopher
Walken; and two for “Squid
Game,” Park Hae-soo and Oh
Yeong-su. Matthew McFadyen
took home this award.
As for the female side of
things, “Outstanding Lead Actress
in a Drama Series” had actresses
as famous and noted as Sandra Oh
and Reese Witherspoon sitting in
their seats, hoping for the award
to be theirs. The celebrity that
was lucky enough to win was
Zendaya, for her portrayal of Rue

in “Euphoria.”
However, the award for
“Outstanding Supporting Actress
in a Drama Series” did not go
home to Euphoria’s Sydney
Sweeney, but to one of the other
nominees. Those included J.
Smith Cameron and Sarah Snook
for “Succession,” and Rhea
Seehorn for “Better Call Saul.”
This time around, the Emmy went
to Julia Garner for her work in
“Ozark.”
“Ted Lasso” picked up another
win for Jason Sudeikis’ portrayal
of the titular lead character, as it
earned “Outstanding Lead Actor
in a Comedy Series.” Jean Smart
took home “Outstanding Actress
in a Comedy Series” for her
role in “Hacks.” Brett Goldstein
won “Best Supporting Actor in
a Comedy Series,” giving “Ted
Lasso” yet another award. “Best
Supporting Actress in a Comedy
Series” went to Sheryl Lee
Ralph for her role in “Abbott
Elementary.”
A controversy stirred when
the show earned another award
for “Best Writing in a Comedy
Series.” When Quinta Brunson
accepted her award, Jimmy
Kimmel laid on stage throughout
the entirety of her speech. It was
part of a bit established earlier
in the program, but many people
thought that Brunson should have
not had to share her moment with
a man laying down next to her.
People felt it was disrespectful for
a white man to take the spotlight
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Rena Weafer
Arts Editor

Pinterest is known as the social media
that doesn’t really feel like a social media.
Users tend to get lost in their own world
when scrolling through their feed. There
are no political ads or news updates, so
it’s easy to do so. But how exactly has the
app remained so popular despite the short
lifespan similar sites seem to have?
Tumblr was the first blogging and
inspiration website. Founded in 2007 by
David Karp, it quickly gained traction with
42 million blogs and an estimated $800
million value after its first five years. It
popularized artists like Lana Del Rey and
The Arctic Monkeys and was even used by
former President Barack Obama.
In 2013, Yahoo bought the site for $1
billion. Tumblr users, however, were not
happy. A petition against the deal went
around and accumulated roughly 170,000
signatures. That began the downfall of
Tumblr. In 2017, Verizon bought Yahoo,
then in 2018, Apple removed the Tumblr
app from their store because of child
pornography circulating the site. That
caused Verizon to ban sexually explicit
content from Tumblr, and there went
40 percent of Tumblr users. Eventually,
Verizon sold Tumblr for only $3 million to
Automatic.
The death of this transformative site
left a huge hole in the online community;
a hole that Pinterest easily stepped into.
After its creation in 2010, Pinterest grew
rapidly. By 2011, Time Magazine called
it one of the 50 best websites of the year.
In January 2012, the site had 11.7 million
users. While Tumblr was going through its
own drama, Pinterest swiftly passed it in
popularity. In 2019, Pinterest was valued at
$12 billion.
Sure, the world has seen many social
media sites since Tumblr—Vine, Instagram
and TikTok, to name a few—but what
makes Pinterest different? How is there
still room in the online market for another
social site?
While most social media platforms

While most social media
platforms rely on likes,
followers, and the mental
illness of its users, Pinterest
is like its own little oasis.”
Roommates have a small Emmy’s watch party in their apartment. Photo by
Olivia Reid / Mass Media Staff.

away from only the second Black
woman to win this award.
Other wins went to notable
actors, such as Micheal Keaton
for his work in “Dopesick,”
winning him “Outstanding Lead
Actor in a Limited Series.” The
winner for best actress in the same
category was Amanda Seyfried,
for “The Dropout.” Lizzo notably
won, with her work in “Lizzo’s
Watch Out for the Big Grrls”
winning “Outstanding Reality/
Competition Series.”
Other non-surprising wins
were for the success of “Saturday
Night Live” in the “Outstanding

Variety Sketch Series” category,
and the win for “Last Week
Tonight”
in
“Outstanding
Variety Talk Series.” Overall,
the awards ceremony had a bit
less controversy than some of
its contemporaries—ahem, this
year’s Oscars—and also left some
fans happy and while others were
disappointed. Should “Better
Call Saul” have taken home an
award? Should Jimmy Kimmel
have gotten off the stage? Maybe
next year’s Emmys will address
some of these questions, but that
remains to be seen.

“I like how you don’t
have to worry about
posting. I can just enjoy
content.”
-Emma Pion, UMass
Boston student

rely on likes, followers and the mental
illness of its users, Pinterest is like its own
little oasis. UMass Boston student Emma
Pion says, “I like how you don’t have
to worry about posting. I can just enjoy
content.” It takes the stress and anxiety
away from social media. In fact, eight in
ten users say the platform fosters a positive
environment.
Originally, Pinterest was mainly used
by women aged 25-54, but in recent years,
there has been a rise of Gen Z users. This
might be due, in part, to the increased
negativity on other platforms. The app
creators pride themselves on a moderated
feed to create this peaceful atmosphere.
Another perk of the platform is how
personalized it is. UMass Boston student
Brooke Vieira describes it as “find[ing]
a lot of myself when scrolling through
my feed.” By adding posts to boards or
selecting the “Not Interested” button, users
can customize their feed to their own needs.
Pinterest also separates itself through
its creator fund. They pay creators $250
every time a pin gets 100 saves, and
encourage their creators’ creative process.
Pinterest values their creators and will
reward them as such. On the other hand,
Instagram only really pays creators for live
videos, and TikTok only pays two to four
cents per 1,000 views.
Pinterest is a great app with a team
that truly cares about the wellbeing of its
users, unlike other social media platforms
that are popular today. Inspiration is only
a part of its message. The real benefit is
that users can just feel great when using it.
The rise of Gen Z users proves that young
people are tired of the toxic space that is
social media as they know it. Hopefully, in
the future, more companies will take a note
from Pinterest and focus on the wellbeing
of their audience rather than just the profit
they make.

An info-graphic highlighting Pinterest usage statistics and other details. Graphic by
Bianca Oppedisano / Mass Media Staff.
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You’re never too old to get a degree!
“...if you’re an
older student, don’t
worry: UMass Boston
is the place for you!”

I used to have breakfast every
other day with a 30-year-old
woman studying to be a cantor,
a mother of three with a huge
personality and a heck of a life
story, and a 20-year-old political
science major who I’m now in a
band with. I even met a woman in
her 40s or 50s from Ireland who
was majoring in English, hoping
to start a career as a writer; how
cool is that? UMass Boston is just
awesome in that way.
Anecdotally, I have heard
from professors that they really
enjoy having older students in
their class as well. They seem to
believe that we are particularly
dedicated our work and bring
interesting life experiences into
discussions. There seems to be
more of a mixed response on
social media—some professors
find that much older students
can sometimes be rigid in their
thinking, for example—but there
are still plenty of professors who
say they love their older students.
Clearly, all it takes for you to be
in your professor’s good graces
is to work hard and participate
in class, and judging by UMass
Boston’s age statistics, your
professors are certainly used to an
older demographic.
If you do some Googling,
you’ll also find that there are plenty
of professions that people often
enter into late in life, usually as
Professor Cullipher takes time after his chemistry class to help a student with questions in University Hall. Photo by Olivia Reid / Mass Media Staff. a career change. There are lots of
doctors, lawyers, urban planners
and more who graduated with
James Cerone
undergraduates, but younger was very unfortunate timing: old,” you are not alone, and you their degree at 30, 40 and even 50
Opinions Editor
than students making a late-in- The COVID-19 shutdown began are, in fact, highly valued by the years old. Last semester, I worked
life career change, can certainly halfway through the first semester administration and professors with a veteran—who actually
feel a bit isolating—like I don’t I decided to put 100 percent of my alike!
used to produce comics for The
Let’s quickly look at some Mass Media—who is going
quite fit in anywhere. When I first effort into!
“Personally, I have came to UMass Boston, I would
Now, there is a larger point to numbers. Student Equity, Access, back to school for anthropology.
this
story,
and it’s not to speak any and Success claims that, even I thought that was super cool,
constantly express to myself and
found a few good
ill
of
MCC—quite
the contrary, in back in 2008, “42 percent of especially since I almost majored
others a sort of mental story where
fact.
I’m
sure
that
quite a few of freshmen were age 20 or older,” in anthropology myself. In fact,
I was “too old” to be in college.
friends around my age It was always half-jokingly—I you have transferred from either and that “73 percent of seniors in certain situations, it may even
did recognize that there were their Bedford or their Lowell were age 24 or older.” Today, be smarter to go to school later,
and frequently have other, much older students in my campus, or online, and can attest College Factual claims that just from a financial standpoint.
classes—but at the same time, I to the quality of the experience. under 39 percent of students Veterans may be able to fund
great conversations really felt like I had “wasted” a lot Their “Mass Transfer” program, fall into the “traditional college their education through the GI
of my late-teenage years through which allows you to easily and student” category of 18-21, and Bill, and there are scholarships
near-seamlessly transfer to any that UMass Boston has a higher- that are specifically awarded to
to my early 20s.
with younger and
Way back in 2014, I had Massachusetts state college or than-average age diversity in people making a career change,
much older students— graduated high school without university, is an absolute life its student population. In fact, for example. In a practical sense,
a clue as to what I wanted to saver and is the reason why I’m their metrics show that students there is no such thing as “too
even as someone who do with my life. So, instead of here at UMass Boston—again, aged 22-24 slightly outnumber late.”
going off to a traditional four unfortunate timing due to the students ages 18-19, with those
So please, if you’re an
is fairly introverted.” year college or embarking on campus construction, but what 25-29—like me—not far behind. older student, don’t worry:
Students 30 and over even make UMass Boston is the place for
some trade apprenticeship, I are you going to do?
up about 13 percent of the total you! Don’t be afraid to talk to
The
point
I
want
to
make
ended up commuting five days a
student population. Clearly, your classmates and join them
is
that
I
took
an
untraditional,
week to Middlesex Community
inefficient
and
lengthy
route
UMass Boston is the place for for breakfast or lunch. Don’t
College in Bedford, vacillating
to
UMass
Boston,
and
I
know
you if you are an older student.
As
a
26-year-old from major to major and taking
be afraid to share your life
Personally, I have found experience—when relevant—in
that
there
are
many
students
undergraduate, I know that it can extended breaks from school for
seem like a bit of an awkward about six years. It wasn’t until here that have wandered a very a few good friends around my class discussions. Join some clubs
age to be enrolled at a traditional the fall of 2020 that I decided similar path. But I’m here to tell age and frequently have great and organizations, attend some
university without a graduate to return to school for good and you that, if you are in a similar conversations with younger and events and put yourself out there.
degree. For me, the fact that I began taking my academic career situation, don’t allow yourself to much older students—even as This place is for you. You belong
am older than a majority of other very seriously. And yes, that think like I did. You are not “too someone who is fairly introverted. here!

Opinions
Why isn’t Healey Library accessibility a top
priority?
James Cerone
Opinions Editor
The walk from McCormack
to Healey Library…I could write
about a thousand words about
that situation alone, but I’m sure
you all share the frustration. Even
beyond the construction disruption,
I cannot fathom why the original
architect thought that building a
library in the center of campus
with no stairway or elevator access
directly to the base of the structure
was a good idea. Relying solely
on the elevated walkways seems
mind-bogglingly shortsighted to
me. However, it doesn’t surprise
me too much since our Columbia
Point campus was built in the
mid-70’s—fifteen years before the
Americans with Disabilities Act
was passed by the George H.W.
Bush administration.
Since mid-2020, students have
had to walk from McCormack,
past the library itself, into Quinn
Administration, up to the second
floor and across the remaining
skyway to get into Healey—a
ridiculous state of affairs, but
understandable for the short
time period of construction.
Last semester, it looked as if
construction of the staircase and
ground-floor elevator access was
ready to go; evidently this was not
the case. Upon returning to campus
on Sept. 6, the designated walkway
had simply been moved to the side
on top of the new platform, the

staircase hadn’t even been started
yet, and ground-floor elevator
access is still blocked off. Work
had, instead, significantly moved
forward in the center of campus,
where the new quadrangle will be.
This is ridiculous and
unacceptable. Ground-level access
to the Healey Library is essential
and should be a top priority.
Why does this matter to me
so much? Well, I mentioned the
Americans with Disabilities Act,
and this is one major reason why.
As someone who has loved ones
with disabilities and has worked
for a research organization
dedicated to veterans’ affairs,
it pains me to see people with
canes, walkers, wheelchairs or
prosthetic limbs forced to walk
well past the building, up a flight
of stairs and back around towards
the library just to get into the
darn place. It’s certainly a painful
experience for people who have
less visible disabilities as well. It’s
a long walk—and the path is very
exposed and unsheltered, which is
a recipe for disaster in even mildly
inclement weather. Two semesters
ago, severe wind blew around the
fences like Styrofoam, closing off
the already inconvenient path to
Healey and ripping off a sliding
door to Campus Center—which,
by the way, is still broken. I guess
a million-dollar advertisement
campaign and rebranding was seen
as more important that fixing even a
single broken door.

So, what’s the deal? There are
elevators, but they are in Quinn,
forcing students, staff and visitors
to walk about twice as far as they
would if ground-floor access was
available at Healey. Last semester, I
had to escort an elderly veteran from
the library to Campus Center, which
further solidified the ridiculousness
of the circuitous path in my mind.
They might think there is adequate
elevator access but, ironically,
the university seems to be having
all kinds of elevator problems all
around campus. This is particularly
evident in Campus Center, where
the fourth floor is quite literally
inaccessible to wheelchair-bound
individuals right now—and nearly
inaccessible to those who have
difficulty climbing and descending
stairs—and the right elevator in the
center of the building is cordoned
off. So, how are we to trust that
the much older elevators in Quinn
won’t break down as well?
Even beyond making things
difficult and painful for people with
disabilities, I find that my friends
and I often avoid going to Healey
at all because of how much of a
pain it is. Especially in inclement
weather, it’s just not worth it most
of the time; it’s a shame, because
the Healey Library is one of my
favorite places on campus. While
impractical, it is a really interesting
building—though why two of
the staircases in the building are
diagonal is, again, mindboggling
to me—and much of my time has
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A crowd of students walk through the fenced pathway between Wheatley
Hall and the Quinn Administration Building. Photo by Dom Ferreira /
Photography Editor.

been spent there. I’ve studied in
front of the gorgeous views across
the harbor and the South Shore,
worked for the amazing William
Joiner Institute on the tenth
floor with all the other research
institutes, and recorded podcasts
in a professional radio recording
studio at the WUMB radio on the
basement level. There are also a
few cultural institutions, a tutoring
center, a group project area and
more; it’s an important building!

So, to the UMass Boston
administration: Please get those
stairs built and get elevator access
opened up on the ground floor of
Healey before anything else. It’s not
only causing people with physical
disabilities more pain but is also
just a general disservice to everyone
at the school. The only advice I can
give students, staff and visitors is to
make some noise about it, and don’t
let the administration hear the end
of it. We need that access!

International student life at UMass Boston
you quite a lot of money while
you eat fantastic food without
compromise.
Another
challenge
that
international students may have
a particularly hard time facing
could be the new company
they will keep. Hanging out
with people are who not likeminded and share the same ideals
could potentially put a dent in
your mental health, so I would
recommend scoping out the
different types of people before
moving in. No amount of money
is worth your peace of mind, and
there are more important aspects
of this new life to deal with than
unwanted altercations. With that
said, making friends with people
UMass Boston students cheer from the stands during a women’s volleyball match at the Clark Athletic Center. Photo
of diverse backgrounds and
by Josh Kotler / Mass Media Staff.
perspectives is the UMass Boston
way, and you shouldn’t shy away
cooking, studying, getting used to no to unnecessary temptations from people who are different
Preetan Natesh
a new country with new faces and can help students save more than from you.
Opinions Writer
Another important factor to
much more. But slowly, students just a couple of bucks. Many
a
new
life at UMass Boston is to
For new arrivals to the will figure out how to multi-task students will be missing the
recognize
the opportunities that
country, stepping out of Logan between all of these challenges. It comfort of their homes, which
the
university
has to offer. Every
International Airport and feeling does get easier—and I mean a lot is absolutely natural, but this
time
I
step
into
the university, I
that chilly breeze grazing one’s easier. Life will suddenly feel like can be successfully addressed
find
that
I
can
completely
forget
face is an extravagant feeling. At a lot more than the comfort zone as technology can help us keep
about
every
problem
I
face,
as the
this point, one will have to figure we just stepped out of.
in touch with our families back
opportunities
and
activities
here
what to do next as the student’s
Some may be financially home and even help us solve the
are
just
endless.
Spending
some
next phase of life has officially independent, but some may have most complex problems. Even
begun. For students who have taken out education loans for their limiting our external expenditures extra time with professors after
stayed with their parents all studies. Spending resourcefully, and purchasing from grocery class discussing what needs to be
their life, the challenges can while not compromising on shops like Trader Joe’s, a personal done next week is always a good
seem quite endless: Moving in, essentials, and learning to say favorite of mine, could save idea; they do appreciate your

interest and are more than happy
to help, unless they have too little
time.
This may sound cliché,
but when going to a university,
following a routine can help
most students break into the
new atmosphere. For example,
studying at the university with
headphones on can provide a
sense of calm, and you can always
take a break by the cafeteria
and maybe even throw in a gym
session to sharpen the senses. It
is all about how one breaks down
their day and wants to spend their
time. I encourage each and every
one to make the best of it.
I can firmly conclude that
UMass Boston is a great home for
the next chapter of the new and
international students’ academic
lives. For all the ones away from
their homes, you are in more than
good hands and making use of the
many opportunities around will
go a long way toward shaping
your future. Challenges will come
and go, but experiences are only
once—and if you have a good
one, you will remember it for
the rest of your life. Let nothing
get in the way of achieving your
goals and dreams. I hope that
this piece helps students cope
with education, emotions and
opportunities, and help them to
look forward to a great future.
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How to best utilize resources on campus
placed on your WISER account—
is vital to avoid any butterfly
effects that fold over into the next
semester.
If a student has a hold on
their account, they will be unable
to register for future courses at
UMass Boston until all holds are
removed. For example, students
are able to register for the next
semester if they are able to pay
for the semester that they are
currently enrolled in or have just
finished. However, if they receive
a hold for a past due balance, it is
best to pay that balance as soon
as possible to have eligibility for
future courses. Please note that
outstanding balances need only
dip below $1,000 for the hold to
be removed.
On top of this, it is best to
fill out the FAFSA as soon as
possible; filing late can cause you
to miss out on loans you would
have gotten earlier, according to
an article by College Ave Student
Loans. The article also mentions
that “You’re more likely to
qualify for federal, state, and
college-offered grants if you file
the FAFSA early.” When it comes
to other holds, it is essential to
take care of them once they pop
up on your WISER account.
For the advising hold that
everyone receives, scheduling an
appointment with your advisor at
an earlier stage in the semester to
register for classes is the best move
to make, compared to switching a
portion of them during add/drop.
For upperclassmen, this is crucial
since advanced-level classes for
your major fill up more quickly
than other classes, and as a result,
you don’t want to get the short
end of the stick when the time
comes to register.
A lot of these responsibilities
can hold burdens on the minds
of students, and stress can take a
toll on both physical and mental
health. The University Health
Services Counseling Center, and
the Medical Center in general,
provide care for all students,
with the UHS Counseling
Center providing same-day care,
regardless of insurance, and the
Medical Center providing sameday treatment for an episodic
illness or injury. The brain is
the most important organ in the
A group of students leave the One Stop on the Campus Center upper level. Photo by Dom Ferreira / Photography body, and nobody should ever
Editor. be afraid to reach out for help,
so if anybody needs help with
Nick Collins
registration, the early bird gets impacts their life at UMass their mental health, the UHS
Opinions Writer
Boston, especially when enrolled counseling services are found
the worm!
As the school year slowly as an upperclassman.
on the second floor of the Quinn
Because of this, it’s all the Administration Building next to
With add/drop come and gone wanes, students will see that
and the class selection process for UMass Boston provides many more important to make use the Medical Center.
students basically being set in resources and activities in their of the resources and activities
Your mental health also
stone, now is the time to make use respective offices and facilities; students have around them. Not benefits from exercise, and with
of the resources and activities the all of which will greatly benefit only would doing so help prevent the days getting shorter and
campus provides. As the semester any given student on this campus. unexpected holds early on in temperatures dropping, going to
progresses, students will have the Offices like The One Stop on the the semester, but it would also both the Clark Athletic Center,
chance to join clubs, square away first floor of Campus Center, the give students an opportunity to located just behind Quinn, and
financial aid and even get a head Office of Financial Aid on the have fun and engage with fellow Beacon Fitness Center, located
start on future enrollment plans fourth floor, and the advising students during campus activities in McCormack, to exercise can
at UMass Boston—whether that offices for each respective college or in clubs. Having access to the help a lot, whether it be to stay in
means registering for the winter on campus. truly impact the Office of Financial Aid and The shape, make new friends or clear
semester, spring semester or both. trajectory of a student’s time at One Stop on any given day is an your head. Engaging in student
Of course, in order to get a head- UMass Boston. However, the extremely valuable opportunity, activities, clubs or campusstart on these things, one must independence students have but making the time to visit held events gives students the
utilize the offices around them, to take their responsibilities these offices either early in the chance to make new friends too.
and, in most cases, regarding seriously
also
significantly semester—or as soon as a hold is With the fall coming up, playing
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1 Elevate
3 Brightly colored
butterfly
9 Chess pieces
10 Kind of
architect
11 Capital of the
Bahamas
12 Carbolic and
oxalic, e.g.
15 Fears
17 French Riviera
resort
18 Oyster’s prize
19 Pace
23 Harmless
25 Sign before
virgo
26 Aged
27 Duck’s hangout

“If you’re stuck
on a project or
assignment...know
that your professors
and teaching
assistants are always
here to give the best
advice and assistance
in order to help boost
your grade as much
as possible.”

recreational sports is a great way
to kill two birds with one stone by
being able to exercise and make
friends at the same time. Joining
some clubs and organizations
that you find intriguing can help
enhance your experience as a
student too.
If you happen to be
struggling in classes, attending
office hours is key to getting
back on track. If you’re stuck
on a project or assignment, need
help with conceptualizing and
understanding some readings,
or want to know what content
to study for an upcoming exam,
know that your professors and
teaching assistants are always
here to give the best advice and
assistance to help boost your
grade as much as possible.
The facilities, offices and
organizations that UMass Boston
provides for their students are all
worthwhile—especially
when
using them early in the semester.
The responsibilities that
students hold to further progress
their education seriously impact
the direction their life at school
will take. Picking classes earlier
can help students enroll in more
preferable classes. A domino
effect can be seen with the steps
students are willing to take. Doing
things such as going to office
hours can greatly increase their
free time ,since the knowledge
obtained from the professor can
help students understand and
complete assignments more
efficiently. They could then
dedicate this free time to hanging
out with friends or participating
in events and clubs—or even
bettering themselves by seeking
help for their physical and mental
health.
UMass Boston has a lot of
resources on campus that can
help you excel during your time
in college. However, the ball is in
your court regarding the amount
of time and effort you invest into
these resources, and how much
you are willing to let them assist
you in being a successful student.
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